Cloud solutions that grow with your business.
How cloud benefits your business

Managing the expertise and resources required to support the entire IT delivery ecosystem is becoming more difficult and more expensive for organizations of all sizes. Whether you’re just starting out, or exploring ways that allow you to focus more intently on your core business, cloud hosting offers a range of benefits for you including:

✓ LOWER COSTS
Receive enterprise-class infrastructure for a fraction of the cost. OpusCloud offers a predictable, low monthly fee, so you can remove underutilized server hardware in your infrastructure, drive down internal IT demands and expenses, and focus on business growth.

✓ GEOGRAPHIC DIVERSITY
The entire OpusCloud platform is available in multiple datacenters across the US allowing you to build out highly resilient private clouds with true geographic diversity.

✓ SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE
The OpusCloud provides a secure foundation for your business applications, with an architecture designed to exceed business-critical compliance requirements, including SSAE 16, PCI-DSS and HIPAA / HITECH.

✓ DISASTER RECOVERY
Opus Interactive offers off-site replication targets for your critical data to provide an end-to-end infrastructure solution. In addition, redundant hot standby VMware servers can be configured in alternate data centers to enable not just data restoration, but to restore both applications and business services in the event of a disaster.

TO LEARN MORE
EMAIL SALES@OPUSINTERACTIVE.COM OR CALL (866) 678-7955
Technical Details

VMware Hosting from Opus Interactive is provided as single virtual machines (VMs), multiple VMs, or entire virtual datacenters, giving you the flexibility to build out exactly the environment you need. You won’t find locked-in processor/memory/storage configurations. You are free to allocate exactly the resources you need for each server, independently of one another.

✓ COMPUTE
The OpusCloud Hosting platform is built on the latest HP® blade servers, running high-performance Intel® processors. Each blade is configured with multiple 10Gbe Network interfaces in an N+1 system that operates storage and connectivity.

✓ SAN STORAGE
The heart of any cloud platform is the SAN, and this is where Opus Interactive excels. We operate many clusters of very high-performance HP storage arrays, each configured with multiple redundant controllers and 15k SAS drives in a RAID 10 and Network RAID 10 configuration. We utilize adaptive optimization with SSDs for performance gains in to provide higher IOP performance for customers utilizing databases and VDI.

✓ NETWORK
Our multi-homed, Cisco- and Arista-built network has been designed from the ground up to be 100% resilient and fully scalable. Our core network is deployed in an N+N 10Gb/40Gb configuration, which means failures of individual network components will have zero impact on the availability or performance of the network and your associated services.

✓ HIGH AVAILABILITY
Opus Interactive utilizes all enterprise VMware features, including VMotion and DRS to deliver 100% availability across the entire virtualized IT environment. Our industry-leading service level agreement offers your money back if we fail to deliver 100% uptime.

✓ PHYSICAL SERVER INTEGRATION
At Opus Interactive, we live and breathe cloud, but we are equally aware of times when a physical server or device is required. If you need your existing hardware to live out its depreciation cycle, we can help by offering seamless integration with our cloud platform to achieve the best of both worlds.

✓ MONITORING
Opus Interactive offers a range of monitoring software solutions that keep you informed on how your network is operating. We even offer monitoring for Amazon® cloud services for your deployments on their infrastructure, providing you availability, performance, and billing details.
What you get when you choose Opus Interactive as your provider

At Opus Interactive we appreciate the fact that you have a choice of service providers. We are also confident that if you choose us as your hosting provider, you’ll discover a number of reasons why you made the right choice.

We continue to gain clients by delivering a high level of service and maintaining communication, flexibility, and quick response capabilities. The most effective hosting solutions are built on a strength and balance of technologies, expertise, disciplines, and customer commitment. We are able to make our customers successful because we operate on these key aspects:

✓ **OUR CUSTOMIZED APPROACH**
We understand that each customer has unique needs. So, beginning with initial contact we work with you to understand your business requirements and goals and then design solutions that deliver.

✓ **OUR DEDICATED EXPERTISE**
Our team of experts is committed to working closely with customers in order to engage the best innovative technology to solve problems and drive business success.

✓ **OUR CERTIFICATIONS**
Opus Interactive is experienced in the programs, systems, and technologies that businesses depend on the most. We’re a proud member of world-renowned IT organizations and have invested the time and energy to offer you business-critical compliance requirements, including SAS70/SSAE 16, PCI-DSS and HIPAA.

✓ **OUR PARTNERSHIPS**
We’re proud to be associated with leading companies that are known for quality and reliability. We believe that the very best solutions require the best technology, including both hardware and software products and services that have been tried and tested.

✓ **OUR PREMIUM FACILITIES**
Opus Interactive combines class leading hosting facilities with our own highly resilient network offering the perfect environment for your IT infrastructure.

✓ **OUR CUSTOMER COMMITMENT**
From CEO to support technician, our team is made up of experts in cloud and colocation services who are dedicated to delivering what you need, when you need it.

www.opusinteractive.com
A better cloud for better business.

The OpusCloud has the scale, performance, and security to meet all of your organization’s needs for computing, storage, application services, and disaster recovery. Available in multiple datacenters across the U.S., the OpusCloud offers you an architecture you can trust, engineered from the ground up for high-performance, incredible flexibility and extreme resilience.

The OpusCloud is ready to jump start your cloud with any of these offerings:

- **PUBLIC CLOUD**
  An economical solution based on shared resources, allowing you to access your data and applications without shouldering the costs of hardware and software.

- **PRIVATE CLOUD**
  A proprietary infrastructure dedicated solely to your needs, where you benefit from full scalability and efficiency while maintaining complete control.

- **HYBRID CLOUD**
  A mix-and-match approach that creates an ideal infrastructure of public and private network layers to achieve business agility, performance, budget, and data security.

- **SEAMLESS INTEGRATION**
  Seamlessly integrate the OpusCloud with any on-site VMware infrastructure you may have for a single-pane management console into both your OpusCloud-hosted and on-site resources. Free yourself from hardware constraints by having a nearly unlimited supply of high-performance VMware resources at your fingertips.

- **FULL SUITE OF MANAGED SERVICES**
  If you need it, we can do it. Whether its OS support or managing non-core support functions, our dedicated engineers will provide what you need, when you need it. Simply put, the answer is yes.

CALL (866) 678-7955 FOR A QUOTE TODAY!
ABOUT OPUS INTERACTIVE

Founded in 1994, Opus Interactive provides cloud hosting, managed services and colocation from Tier III+ data centers in Hillsboro, Portland, San Jose, and Dallas.

Through close partnerships with industry-leaders and a commitment to customer satisfaction, Opus Interactive has earned a reputation for willingness to design and build customized cloud solutions that fit unique requirements for equipment, scalability, budget, and future growth needs of its customers.

Headquartered in Portland, Oregon, Opus Interactive is an accredited member of the International Managed Services Provider Alliance and is PCI-DSS compliant, SSAE16 Type II audited and HIPAA/HITECH Audited.

- Cloud Hosting
- Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
- Data Center Services + Colocation
- Managed Hosting
- Backup and Disaster Recovery

The OpusCloud has the scale, performance, and security to meet all of your organization’s needs for computing, storage, application services, and disaster recovery. Available in multiple data centers across the U.S., the OpusCloud offers you an architecture you can trust, engineered from the ground up for high-performance, incredible flexibility and extreme resilience. The OpusCloud is ready to jump start your cloud with any of these offerings:

- **PUBLIC CLOUD**
  - An economical solution based on shared resources, allowing you to access your data and applications without shouldering the costs of hardware and software.

- **PRIVATE CLOUD**
  - A proprietary infrastructure dedicated solely to your needs, where you benefit from full scalability and efficiency while maintaining complete control.

- **HYBRID CLOUD**
  - A mix-and-match approach that creates an ideal infrastructure of public and private network layers to achieve business agility, performance, budget, and data security.

- **SEAMLESS INTEGRATION**
  - Seamlessly integrate the OpusCloud with any on-site VMware infrastructure you may have for a single-pane management console into both your OpusCloud-hosted and on-site resources. Free yourself from hardware constraints by having a nearly unlimited supply of high-performance VMware resources at your fingertips.

- **FULL SUITE OF MANAGED SERVICES**
  - If you need it, we can do it. Whether it's OS support or managing non-core support functions, our dedicated engineers will provide what you need, when you need it.

Simply put, the answer is **yes**.

CALL (866) 678-7955 FOR A QUOTE TODAY!